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Back To School

The Nalanda Song
We have a vision for tomorrow
Just believe (2)
We have a goal for Nalanda
We can achieve (2)
Chorus:
You and me, we’ll do our part
Stand together, heart to heart
We’re going to tell the world
What Nalanda can be
We can achieve (2)
There is something down the road
That we can try for
Just believe (2)
We are told no dream’s too bold,
That we can strive for
We can achieve (2)
Chorus:
There’s a spirit in the air,
It’s a feeling we all share
We’re going to tell the world
What Nalanda can be
We can achieve (2)
Count on me, Nalanda
Count on me,
To give my best and more
(Repeat chorus)

Nalanda Learning Facilitation Programme
Sir Jacob Sassoon High School 2nd floor,
340 Sir J J Road, Byculla, Mumbai- 400008.
Mob No: +91-9619793242; +91 8356959850
Email: info@nalandafoundation.edu.in
Website: www.nalandafoundation.edu.in
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From Director's Desk
Nalanda will continue to cater to children with learning and
development variations to help them complete their boards with
work experience subjects and move to mainstream colleges in an
environment that not only nurtures their academic progress but
also addresses their behavioural and developmental issues.
In spite of the turbulence due to Covid 19, the last batch of
academic year June 21- May 22 at NLFP of 18 students appeared
for offline SSC and 5 students for offline NIOS. All 23 passed with
flying colours and look forward to studies in mainstream colleges
for careers of their choice and interest. Best wishes to them for a
meaningful and happy life!
When Covid 19 changed our lives to be harder, we changed
ourselves to be stronger! We were confident to handle the worst
by doing our best.
In the second term last year, all 42 students and teachers at NLFP
happily switched to offline mode of learning and faced all the
challenges courageously. Whilst annual events like Teacher’s day,
Children’s day, Interschool ace chef competition and Webinar on
digital detox were held online, Sports day and Farewell party were
enjoyed offline at NLFP.
As the overlap of the traditional and online modes of education is
becoming more and more inevitable, we owe it to our students to
make their education relevant to their future through integrated
approach with ingenuity, passion and careful self-paced
development planning.
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To recover the losses caused in learning and changed behaviour
among students due to the online learning from home during the
18 months of the pandemic, NLFP hosted webinars for parents
and educators on post pandemic mental health challenges of
getting back to school, digital detox, and how to recover learning
loss by eminent psychiatrists and psychologists.
We are grateful to team NLFP, especially our counsellor Niyati
Sanghavi for editing and compiling this interesting issue of
Reflections 21-22 during the ongoing pandemic!
We happily continue our journey of bridging the gap between
potential and performance in the new academic years by
multisensory and blended learning by empowered teachers who
thoughtfully design suitable curriculum to suit individual needs
enabling them from “I can’t to I can”!
Because we firmly believe “Every child will learn well in spite of
his/her learning difficulties”

Ms. Aarti Gandhi
Director
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About Nalanda Learning
Facilitation Programme
The Nalanda Foundation has evolved into an effective Facilitation
Programme for children with Development and Learning
Variations since 1998 in Mumbai. Nalanda Learning Facilitation
Programme addresses the specialized educational requirements
of children with Learning Disabilities (LD). We provide them with
an educational framework (from VI to XII std) by addressing their
educational, emotional and behavioural needs.
Nearly 10%-15% of all school going children are affected by
Specific Learning Difficulties (LD) what is commonly called
Dyslexia. NLFP enables students who are unable to cope with
conventional teaching methodologies in regular main stream
schools to continue with their studies, build up self-esteem,
reinforce positive behaviour and ultimately return to mainstream
education and further opportunities in higher learning.
Nalanda has its own well equipped library, computer laboratory,
pantry, art room, A.C. classrooms and canteen facilities.
Every year a batch of 30-40 students appear for NIOS board and as
private students of SSC board examinations and are successful in
joining junior colleges or pursue vocational diplomas.
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NLFP also has strong support programmes of remediation,
counselling and socio-emotional development, co-curricular
activities, events, field trips, talks and workshops make it an
enjoyable experience.
Learning can best occur in an environment that is emotionally and
physically safe. At Nalanda students are provided instructions in
smaller groups by trained special education personnel who give
them individual attention. They teach in a way children can learn
with adaptations and modifications in the content. It also caters to
the child’s individual learning style and needs, depending on the
type and severity of deficits. Individualized Education Plan is also
prepared keeping into view the child’s current level of functioning,
areas of deficit and areas of strength. It takes into consideration
the academic, emotional, social needs and the behaviour needs of
the child.
Learning is enhanced through field trips and hands on activities.
Opportunities are provided for physical education, learning lifeskills and fine arts. Career Counselling by experts is also
provided. Alternate assessment procedures are used to help
motivate students to succeed and develop self-esteem.
Students who have obtained LD certificate from authorized
centers (KEM, SION or NAIR Hospital) are given concessions by
the SSC & NIOS boards.
The belief at
NLFP is that
“Every child can
and will learn well
in spite of his/her
learning difficulties.”
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Editorial
Mind is like a parachute, it works best when opened.
Reflections 2021 -22: Back to School is an initiative to set the
budding minds free, allowing them to roam free in the realm of
imagination and experience to create a world of beauty in words.
We aim to provide students with the opportunity to expose their
literary and artistic talents. Achievements of students in cocurricular activities and academic excellence are highlighted
through this school magazine.
I take this opportunity to thank all the dignitaries for sparing their
valuable time to send their best wishes for the magazine in the
form of 'Messages'. I also extend my sincere thanks to everyone
who has contributed to this issue and enhanced it's perfection and
beautification through their articles and artwork.
I am really thankful to our respected Director Ms. Aarti Gandhi for
entrusting me with the responsibility of compiling the magazine.

Ms. Niyati Sanghavi
Counselor
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Strength of NLFP

From Left to Right:
1st Row- Ms. Niyati Sanghavi (Counselor),
Ms. Bindu Puri, Ms. Tarla Asher,
Ms. Jyothi Sundar (Academic Head),
Mr. Hanif Mansuri, Mr. Vishal Mane and
Ms. Roshan Irani
2nd Row- Ms. Asma Mansuri, Ms. Vaishnavi Sashital,
Ms. Nadira Namavati, Director Ms. Aarti Gandhi,
Ms. Arva Vahanvaty, Ms. Simran Divar and
Ms. Bhavini Ashar
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Strength of NLFP

From Left to Right:
Mr. Nagesh Gaikwad, Mr. Sandip Bavkar,
Director Ms. Aarti Gandhi,
Mr. Parshuram Ghodeswar and Mr Vijay Utekar
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Class Photo

Council Members
From Left to Right:
Kavya Jain, Chavi Jain, Heer Shah, Chitra Khanapurkar,
Ms. Arva Vahanvaty, Director Ms. Aarti Gandhi,
Minoy Shah, Nayasha Mehta, Sadaf Tharadra and
Haley Mehta
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Results 2020-21
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Glimpse of NLFP
Online Teaching being the new normal, NLFP in collaboration with
Mr. Adil Cooper of Victory E-Solutions organized a workshop on
"Guidance for Online Teaching" for teachers of NLFP on
16th June '21.
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On occasion of International Yoga Day, webinar on "Yoga for
Immunity and Respiratory Health" was conducted by Mr. Jiger
Mehta of Isha Foundation for students and teachers of NLFP on
21st June' 21.
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Workshop on "Aahaar Kranti" was organized by GIST Forum for
Std IX and Std X on 29th June '21, to spread awareness and to
help students understand the importance of good balanced
nutrition.
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Parents’ orientation and Investiture Ceremony for academic year
2021-22 was held on 2nd July '21. The student Council was
selected by the Director, Ms Aarti Gandhi & all the staff members
of NLFP based on the following criteria namely, academics,
behaviour and performance in online class.
The meeting started with an introduction by the student council
Head, Ms Arva Vahanvaty. Announcement and declaration of the
student council members was done by the Director, Ms Aarti
Gandhi followed by the taking oath ceremony.
Following students were selected from each houseEQUUS (Red)- Heer Shah - Captain; Nayasha Mehta - Vice Captain
PUMAS (Green)- Sadaf Tharadhra - Captain; Chavi Jain - Vice
Captain
DOLPHINS (Blue)- Haley Mehta - Captain; Chitra Khanapurkar Vice Captain
EAGLES (Yellow)- Kaavya Jain - Captain; Minoy Shah - Vice
Captain
The students pledged to uphold and follow the rules and
regulations set by NLFP and promised to adhere to the values of
honesty, perseverance, team work and service before self.
Above all, they pledged to strive in the spirit of excellence in
academics, sports and co-curricular activities, so that they may
keep the school flag flying high always.
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Inter-house English Elocution was held on 23rd July '21.
Winners for the elocution were:
Equus House1st- Grishma Patel
2nd- Neil Shah
Pumas House1st- Sadaf Tharadhra
2nd- Arnav Mehta
Dolphins House1st- Mohammed Sakarwala
2nd- Haley Mehta
Eagles House1st- Yashika Jain
2nd- Chitra Khanapurkar
Overall Best Speakers- Yashika Jain & Mohammed Sakarwala
Overall Best House- Eagles
Consolation Prize- Kaavya Jain
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NLFP celebrated Teacher's Day virtually on 3rd September '21.
The students organised an exciting entertainment program for
their beloved teachers. Variety of dances were performed by the
students, followed by games like Simon says, guess the picture of
Bollywood personalities, guess the song, coin on the biscuit, etc.
The teachers enjoyed playing these brain teasing and entertaining
games completely.

A powerpoint presentation, paying tributes to all the teachers at
NLFP was also prepared by the students. The highlight of the
event was Students and teachers playing antakshari of Bollywood
songs.
Director, Ms Aarti Gandhi thanked all the students and parents on
behalf of team Nalanda for organising such an exciting Teacher's
Day celebrations.
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Hindi Diwas was celebrated at NLFP by organising an online Hindi
Elocution Competition on 14th September '21. Winners for the
elocution were:
Equus House1st- Surya Sadasivam
2nd- Neil Shah
Pumas House1st- Chhavi Jain
2nd- Musbah Latif
Dolphins House1st- Mohammed Sakarwala
2nd- Chitra Khanapurkar
Eagles House1st- Zikra Qureshi
2nd- Kaavya Jain
Overall Best Speakers- Mohammed Sakarwala
Overall Best House- Eagles
Consolation Prize- Zahra Sayed
A short Hindi skit ‘Bachon Ki Adalat’ was performed by the
Juniors with a very subtle message of giving up bad habits.
Teachers also took this opportunity to showcase their writing
skills by penning down a few poems and reciting them - Krishna ki
Shikayat, Pehlwaan Ki Shaadi,etc. and entertained students as
well as the teachers.
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In-house Ace Chef competition (online) was held on 24th
September '21. This unique cooking competition was an
opportunity where the students showcased their culinary skills
working individually at their homes. The zest and enthusiasm
shown by the students was unbelievable. They displayed
remarkable skills in innovating the recipes, sourcing the
ingredients and presenting the final dishes.

Ex-teachers and Parents of Ex-students of NLFP were invited to
judge the competition online. Participants, in both the Junior and
the Senior category, made salads, sandwiches, starters and
desserts.
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Winners in the Junior category were: 1st position- Canapes by
Mohammed Sakarwala, 2nd position- Rose Sandesh by Arnav
Mehta, 3rd position- Veggi Pizza by Ali Bagasrawala and
Consolation prize- Pasta Salad by Neil Shah.

Winners of the Senior category were: 1st position- Bell Pepper
Bowl by Chitra Khanapurkar, 2nd position- Palak Corn Sandwich
by Minoy Shah, 3rd position- Puri Chatpata by Kavya Jain and
Consolation prize- Veg Paneer Ring by Ishieka Dedhia. The
winners were awarded with certificates.
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NLFP invited Dr. Nidhi Gandhi, consultant Obstetrician and
Gynecologist at Jaslok Hospital & Research Centre/Women's Care
Clinic to give a presentation on Different aspects of Health,
Hygiene and immunization to students and teachers, on 11th
October '21.
In the last one and a half years, we have learnt the importance of
physical, mental and social health more than ever before. Dr Nidhi
emphasized on how personal hygiene, domestic hygiene and food
hygiene, exercise, regular sleep and relaxation affect an
individual’s health. Also keeping away from bad habits like
smoking, alcohol and drugs are very important for physical,
mental and social health.

Dr Nidhi Gandhi also explained how community health can be
attained by preventing diseases and promoting health of a
population through the organized efforts of society, public and
private organizations, communities and individuals. Thus
improving the health of the entire population and focusing on
preventing diseases rather than their treatment.
The highlight of the whole presentation was the importance of
immunization and how it can be acquired through vaccination. The
talk ended with an interactive session between Dr Nidhi, students
and teachers. Concerns about immunization of students and
children against Covid-19 were raised. The doctor patiently replied
to all the questions asked and promised that she will be back to
conduct similar sessions in the future with the students of NLFP.
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NLFP celebrated Diwali by organising an online Lantern making
competition for the juniors and a Toran making competition for the
seniors on 29th October '21.
The participating students participated with great zest and
showcased their artistic skills and talent. It was very delightful to
watch students make the same article but with materials and
styles and giving entirely varied end products. One of our senior
students took to stitching a toran which was a pleasant twist.
Everyone applauded his efforts.
Videos were played endorsing the science, logic, togetherness of
families and friends, the food the attire and the different reasons
why Diwali- the festival of lights is an Indian festival. It showed
how the festival of lights is celebrated under various names all
over the world.

Also the videos explained how Diwali is celebrated in different
parts of India under different name and reasons-In North India it is
celebrated by lighting lamps and distributing sweets and fireworks
in the evening; in Himachal Pradesh it is celebrated as Boodhi
Diwali for one whole month after the rest of the country
celebrates; In the western and southern parts of India it is known
as Naraka Chaturhi and it is associated with Lord Krishnacelebrated early in the morning also known as Deepavali in South
of India. In places like Bihar, Bengal and Assam it is celebrated as
Kali Pooja at midnight. So many stories and so many myths… but
they finally depict victory of truth and goodness over evil.
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The programme ended with the announcement of results of the
competition and greetings for the festive season.
Winners in the junior category were: 1st position-Mohammed
Sakarwala, 2nd position- Arnav Mehta and Faizan Khan, 3rd
position- Mahi Bindra and Aarav Ahuja.

Winners in the senior category were: 1st position-Kaavya Jain,
2nd position- Surya Sadasivam and Joshwan Pagdiwala, 3rd
position- Kausar Dehgamwala.
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NLFP celebrated Children's Day on 15th November '21. There was
so much excitement and joy, for the simple reason that it
happened to be the first working day after the pandemic and the
lock down. The physical presence of students and teachers with
all the necessary precautions and norms was overwhelming.
India celebrates Children's Day or Bal Divas every year on 14th
November, on the occasion of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's birth
anniversary. Keeping up with the tradition, NLFP organised a
celebration which started with a warm welcome to the students.
Chacha Nehru's ideals and his vision for a new India were
explained to the students Vaishnavi teacher who was dressed as
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. Fun games and an interactive session
were also organised by the teachers.

NLFP follows a Behaviour Modification System (BMS), under
which students are awarded points for their good behavior.
Awards for the BMS points were presented by the Director, Ms.
Aarti Gandhi.
Winners in the senior category were- 1st prize- Mohammed
Sakarwala, 2nd prize- Ali Bagasrawala and 3rd prize- Faizan Khan.
Winners in the junior category were- 1st prize- Zahra Sayed, 2nd
prize- Musbah Latif and 3rd prize- Mahi Bindra.
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NLFP reopened in mid-November after a gap of nearly a year and a
half and its first major event “Sports Day”, was conducted on 17th
December '21 on Sassoon Ground. Pre-sports were conducted on
three days from 22nd Nov., to 24th November '21.

The Sports Day began with the Investiture ceremony wherein the
council members were administered the oath by Ms Arva
Vahanvaty in the presence of Ms Aarti Gandhi, Director, NLFP,
with a promise that they would carry out their duties with integrity,
faith and excellence. Every year, this event takes place at the
beginning of the academic year. Minoy Shah, the Sports Head
from Eagles House, took the Sports Day Oath along with the
students of NLFP.
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Team events like cricket, football, tug-of-war, throwball and
individual events like kick the ball, throw the ball, back to school,
lemon and spoon, duck walk, book balancing were conducted
during pre-sports. Individual events like 100m run, 200m run,
4x100m relay for juniors and seniors, and the staff race were some
of the events conducted on sports day. This year, however,
parents’ race and ex-students' race were not held due to statutory
restrictions related to the pandemic.
The Prize Distribution ceremony was presided over by the
Headmistress of E.E.E. Sassoon School, Ms Swati Basare. It
began with a march past by the four houses of NLFP led by Minoy
Shah, the Sports Head. Ms Basare took the Guard of Honour. The
air on Sassoon ground was electrified by the sound of the
thudding feet of students as they marched to the call given by Mr
Hanif Mansuri, the PT teacher of NLFP and the drum beats. The
Eagles House won the shield for Best March-past.
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As the certificates and medals were awarded by the Chief Guest,
the students waited with bated breath for the announcement of the
Championship Trophies. Mahi Bindra won the Championship
Trophy for Best Girl Sportsman (Junior) and Musbah Latif,
Championship Trophy for Best Boy Sportsman (Junior). Both, the
Championship Trophy for Seniors and Sports Boy of the Year was
won by Minoy Shah. The Championship Trophy for Seniors and
Sports girl of the Year were won by Nayasha Mehta. After presports, among the four houses, Dolphins, Pumas, Equus and
Eagles, Pumas were leading on the basis of house points. Pumas
succeeded in maintaining the lead on Sports day and won the
trophy of the Best House of NLFP.
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The students participated in each of the events with great
enthusiasm and one could feel the happiness, joy and free-spirit in
the air on Sassoon ground. They all cheered the most during the
teachers race! Finally, they were able to break the shackles of
covid-19 and breathe in the fresh air of freedom and conduct
physical activities in gay abandon, a part and parcel of student
life.
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Christmas Party was organized for students of NLFP on 22nd
December '21. It was the first festival to be celebrated offline since
Covid. The introduction of this festival was done with an emphasis
on not only receiving gifts from Santa Claus as commonly
perceived, but also giving.
A short skit was presented by the students of 6th, 7th and 8th
standard students with power packed performances and
Christmas Carols. Games like Ring the Reindeer and aiming a ball
through the ring shaped Snowman’s stomach were played by the
seniors and Christmas Tree where the tree was made of paper
cups filled with chocolates and buntings which the students had
to tear open and win- was played by the juniors.

Christmas carols were sung by the students and teachers. There
was fun and music all over. Lastly, the most awaited Santa Clause
arrived with bells jingling and distributing gifts in the true
Christmas spirit. Students and teachers exchanged greetings of
the festive season and departed for the winter break in a joyful
and elevated mood.
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Online Aptitude test was conducted for the students of Std X by
Ms. Umme Salma Babrawala on 27th January '21, followed by
Career Talk on 31st January '21. Detailed career counseling
sessions were held for students and parents as well.

Workshop on "Save Soil" was conducted by Isha Foundation on
22nd February '22. Students were encouraged to write letters to
PM Shri Narendra Modiji suggesting ways in which this movement
can be taken ahead.
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NLFP hosted a Farewell party for the students of standard X (SSC
& NIOS) on 11th February '22. The theme of this party was
Farewell- Bollywood Retro Style. True to its theme, the dress code
was black and white polka dots.
The teachers of NLFP had organised games like Pehchan Kaun,
Passing the parcel, A Ramp Walk by the students and Antakshari.
A short skit was enacted by the students of Std IX depicting
student- teacher relationship pure Bollywood style.
The highlight of the whole event was the fashion show where the
students were dressed in their best attire did a ramp walk. They
were judged based on their dressing, confidence and style. The
two best students were judged as Ms Nalanda and Mr Nalanda,
Haley Mehta and Vedant Malik respectively. This year a fresh
category of a show stopper was introduced, Zamzam Saiyed won
this new title.
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The winners of Pechan Kaun were- 1st position- Vedant Malik, 2nd
position- Chhavi Jain and 3rd position- Isheika Dedhia.
The winners of Passing the parcel were- 1st position- Chhavi
Surana, 2nd position- Akshay Jain and 3rd position- Daksh Jain.

A video clip of students' activities through the years was played,
which created an atmosphere of nostalgia and excitement. No
celebration is complete without a cake cutting ceremony. Ms. Aarti
Gandhi, Director, NLFP along with the students and teachers did
the honours. Many students expressed their gratitude towards
NLFP, and according to some it was a life changing experience to
be a part of NLFP. The program ended with dance, music and
snacks.
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The Nalanda Learning and Facilitation Program proudly held its
Ninth season of Ace Chef Inter-school competition (online) on
Friday, 25th February '22, virtual events being the new normal.

This unique cooking competition was held online for students to
showcase their culinary skills while working individually at their
homes. The zest and enthusiasm shown by the participants was
unbelievable. They displayed remarkable skills in innovating the
recipes, sourcing the ingredients and presenting the final dishes.

The program was presided by Mr. Sameer Malkani, President FBAI
(Food Bloggers Association of India). Fifty seven students from
over sixteen schools across Mumbai participated in this
competition.
The judges for the Juniors Category were Ms. Saloni Malkani, Ms.
Smita Deo, Chef Sherry Mehta and Ms. Paayal Sharma. The judges
for Seniors Category were Chef Varun Inamdar, Chef Anees Khan,
Chef Gaurrav Gidwani and Chef Ananya Banerjee.
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Participants in the junior category made salads and sandwiches,
while the seniors made starters and desserts.

Winners in the Juniors category were, 1st –Swasti Kadam from
Greenlawns School, Worli; 2nd – Harshini Shah from Gopi Birla
Memorial School; 3rd – Tasneem Rangwala from The Alexandra
Girls’ English Institution.

Winners of the Seniors category were, 1st – Namaha Kangutkar
from Greenlawns School, Worli; 2nd – Rajvi Kaur Rehan from
Bombay Scottish, Powai; 3rd – Jasvika Narula from The Alexandra
Girls’ English Institution.
The winners were awarded with certificates, Trophies and gift
hampers. The gift hampers were sponsored by Jindal Cocoa,
Kalon’s and Hesthetic.
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An online interactive seminar was organized for all stakeholders
on 11th March '22. Dr. Kersi Chavda and Dr. Avinash De Sousa
were the speakers for the day.
Dr. Kersi talked on Post Covid: The mental health challenges of
getting back to school. He focused on the changes in behaviour
that teachers and counselors should look out for as those maybe
indicative of emotional and mental challenges. He also focused on
Grief counseling for students who have lost a loved one due to
Covid. He suggested screening process to be done for all
students. He provided with strategies and activities which can
help students cope up with the challenges faced.

Dr. Avinash De Sousa talked on Digital Detox 2022. He focused on
increased dependency on devices during lockdown. He talked
about habit of binge watching shows and content online which
has increased screen time drastically for individuals. He also
talked about excessive consumption of pornographic content by
teenagers in the past couple of years and the importance of
making teenagers aware about safe usage of these content. He
gave strategies on how to reduce screen time and to make a
schedule for usage of devices only when necessary.
The seminar concluded after the Q & A session where the
speakers cleared out doubts of the participants.
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As a part of educational visit, a visit to Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj
Vastu Sangrahalaya was organized for students from Std VI to Std
IX on 15th March '22. Students took part in activity conducted by
CSMVS team and made various objects out of molding clay.
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Year end party along with BMS awards ceremony was organized
for students on 13th April '22 to end the academic year on a fun
note. Fun game and snacks were arranged for the students.
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Summer camp was organized for students and ex-students of
NLFP from 18th April '22 to 6th May '22. Activities like cooking,
baking, crafts, fitness and games were organized.
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Nalanda Foundation in association with Energia SOI, hosted a
webinar "Lets talk about Recovery from Learning Loss", to
discuss the impact of this and measures for correction on 6th May
'22. This was exclusively held for an audience of 75 school
principals who joined from across India. Learning Loss is a
phenomenon that is now commonly observed among children,
specially with the rapid interruptions, uprooted schedules, new
classroom routines, and renewal in physical schooling during the
pandemic.
The panel was moderated by Ms Aarti Gandhi. Ms. Gandhi
emphasized that the learning gap has been aggravated further by
the curtailed curriculum in schools during the pandemic, which
needs to be covered up and yet done in a calibrated and
sustainable manner. She shared her own experiences working
with neurodiverse children and shared advice on how to support
neurodiversity in the classroom.

The Panelists comprised of Dr Dhaval Mody, leading psychiatrist
and clinical psychologist from Mumbai, Dr. Nandini Chatterjee
Singh, cognitive neuroscientist and head of UNESCO MGIEP’s
flagship projects in India, Ms Aarti Gandhi, Director of the Nalanda
Foundation, and Ms Ambereen Pradhan Founder Director of
Energia SOI, that addresses the specialized education needs of
children with learning difficulties.
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Dr Nandini Singh shared some of the key findings on learning loss
in India and across socioeconomic strata. These were insightful
and besides elucidating the concept of neuroplasticity & its
relevance to cognitive development, she shared key strategies
that head of educational institutions that needed to get
implemented with urgency. She also offered assistance to any
school that needed advice to any institution that required it.
Dr Dhaval Mody shared the experiences he has had with students
and children he has counseled with and emphasized the role of
parent and educator together in facilitating learning. He also
shared differentiated teaching approaches to children falling on
autism spectrum and related learning challenges.
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Ms. Ambereen Pradhan, the Founder Director of Energia SOI,
spoke about – we should focus on the steps to Learning Recovery
and how with the right tools and systems that are available, a child
can be taken to maximum learning potential, and being inclusive
to neurodiverse children. She also addressed the need to leverage
technology to develop personalized training programs for
maximizing learning potential.

The panelists agreed on these key points: 1. Schools need to
create more opportunities to build foundational skills in Grade 1-5
2. Program incorporating socioemotional learning & life skills
components will enhance the wellbeing of children 3. Using
technology to deliver content will help scale and replicate success
more often.
There was active participation among the audience and the varied
experience of the panelists delivered new insights to the senior
teaching fraternity. Most questions revolved around methods to
identify and overcome learning loss, and the role of technology in
education. The role of schools and the way they have delivered
education to students inspite of the environmental challenges was
appreciated as well.
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Events attended by
Director

Director attended webinar
on
Post
Pandemic
Education: Emerging Trends
and Innovations by Times
NIE on 2nd July.

Director attended webinar
series of Social Emotional
Learning on “How can the
leader create a school
culture for SEL to thrive?” by
Adhyayan on 17th July.

Director attended webinar
on Wholesome Living by
Aadharshila Talks @ RRIS
on 19th July.

Director and Ms. Roshan
Irani attended webinar
Study smart not hard by
MDA on 24th July.
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Director attended webinar
on Building a culture of
creative confidence and
innovation by Aadharshila
Talks @ RRIS on 26th July.

Director and Mr. Talib Jafri
attended RCM Malabar Hill
Installation Meeting by
Rotary Club of Mumbai
Malabar Hill on 25th July.

Director attended webinar
on What does a
Professional Development
journey look like for a leader
and a teacher? by
Adhyayan on 31st July.

Director attended webinar
on What role are we meant
to play at this time in our
history? by ETST on 31st
July.
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Director attended webinar
on Mind in the Crucible:
Fresh Learnings by
Aadharshila talks @ RRIS
on 9th August.

Director attended webinar on
Community of Practice by
Adhyayan on 14th August.

Director attended webinar on
Community of Practice by
Adhyayan on 28th August.

Director attended sessions
of National Gathering 2021
by Initiatives of Change on
28th and 29th August.
Director attended webinar on Future of
Careers by Times NIE on 31st August.
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Director and Ms. Arul Jyothi
Sundar attended webinar on
The Effectiveness of Teachers
in a classroom by Aadharshila
talks @ RRIS on 20th
September.

Director attended webinar on
Community of PracticeArtificial Intelligence by
Adhyayan on 11th September.

Director attended Blended
Learning/ Techonology- Integrated
Learning webinar by CEIR Global
Team on 25th September.

Director attended webinar
Global Competency by
Aadharshila talks @ RRIS
on 27th September.

Director attended Be the ChangeVirtual Conference by ABET on
Director attended NEP 2020
12th November.
Manthan program on 4th December.
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Events attended by
Staff

Ms. Vaishnavi Sashital and
Ms. Bhavini Asher along with
students of Std VII and VIII
attended INTACH Flimit
workshop on 29th July.

Ms. Bhavini Asher attended
Exploring Mathigon for school
mathematics activities by
Vigyan Pratibha Discussion
Seminars on 7th September.

Ms. Vaishnavi Sashital and
Ms. Niyati Sanghavi attended
webinar on Behaviour
Modification in Classroom by
Learn studio on 6th August.

Ms. Nadira Namavati,
Ms. Bindu Puri and Mr. Vishal Mane
were presented with Teachers Day
Award on 7th September by
International Institute of Hotel
Management.
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Ms. Roshan Irani attended Peek inside a child's
Brain webinar by Sunderji Teachers' Training
Institute on 23rd September.

Ms. Jyothi Sundar and
Ms. Bhavini Asher
attended Online
Teacher Training
Program by Royal
Society of Chemistry
in April.

Teachers of NLFP
completed SOI training
on 12th May.

Ms. Bindu Puri attended a month long The Don Bosco Teacher
Training Programme in Remedial Education organized by
Prafulta Psychological Services from 2nd May onwards.
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Student's Artwork

Mohammed Sakarwala
Std IX
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Article by Students
Never Give Up
There once lived a man named Ross. He had a good family that he was
happy of. But one day all of his happiness was gone. The village he
lived in had severe drought. They all desperately waited for rain but
there was no luck. Soon all the crops and trees dried up as there was
no rain. The stream was drying up slowly. One night Ross called
everyone in the village in a small place and told everyone to think of
ideas that could help the village. One person told there is no hope for
the village and to find another place. Another person said no lets wait
for rain. Ross said that the ideas were not good. He came up with a
plan. He said we should try to find a under water source. A person said
the plan was good but how do you know if there is water under us or
not. Ross replied I don't know but my grandfather used to tell me these
small stories of how there could be water under us. Then everybody
agreed on his plan. Ross said let's meet in the morning at 10am and
don't forget to bring your own shovels and bring extra if you have it.
Everyone met in the morning and started digging in one place. They
had made a deep hole in the ground but there was no water. They were
tired and took a break. But Ross continued and did not give up. The
unthinkable happened. Ross found a water source. He shouted saying I
found it. They all came back and were very happy. Ross became the
hero of the village. That's why you should never give up.

Ibrahim Jetpurwala
Std VII
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My Pet Zoe
While I was coming back from the museum, I got a big box lying on the
road in that there was pregnant cat. I took it at home I gave her variety
of foods, I gave her chicken, milk, raw meat wet cat food etc. She did
not eat it. Then I got proper whiskers cat food for her. She ate quiet a
bit and then she stopped eating. Then I got Royal canine and creamy
treat. She loved the royal canine and she licked up the creamy treat.
She started playing with me all day. I named her Zoe. While I went of to
sleep she started crying and meowing. So I took her to the doctor. She
gave 2 babies. I adopted Zoe and her 2 kids. I named the kids Kleeyo
and cutie. Kleeyo and cutie have opened their eyes. Kleeyo’s eyeball is
yellow and iris is black, cutie’s eyeball is the same as Kleeyo’s but in
the dark they either become red or blue they are very scary. For them
not to scratch on the sofa, bed or chairs, I got scratch pad and a cat
tree for them so that they keep playing around. I also got a laser a fake
mouse for them. Now they have become old enough. I need to give
them bath. Usually cats hate water but Zoe, Kleeyo, snowee love to
play with water so it was easy to give them a bath. I took them to the
doctor so that the doctor checks them up and cut their nails. I took them
back home and they went of to sleep near me and Zoe.

Musbah Latif
Std VII
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Article by Teachers
pZ,a[- ¹ Aa^nalaa[-na yaa Aa^flaa[-na
kaoivaD ¹ 19 nao ApnaI }^MgalaIpr pUrI duinayaa kao nacaayaa hO È ]saka Saoba Aaja BaI hmaarI }pr
havaI hO È AmaIr‚ garIba ka Baod ]sanao nahIM ikyaa È duinayaa sao ]sanao jaaitBaod imaTa idyaa È
Da^@TraoM kI jaobao Bar dI È [na sabaka Asar baccaaoMpr iksa trh huAa Æ pZ,a[- ko baaro maoM È Sau$
maoM baccaaoM kao baccaaoM kao [sa baatka baDa AanaMd Aayaa È
baccaaoMko ilae Aa^nalaa[-na pZ,a[- Sau$ kr dI ga[- È baccao GarmaoM baOzkr pZ,nao lagao È Sau$ maoM 6
maihnao vao p`sanna rho È Aa^nalaa[-na pirxaaAaomaoM Gar baOzo nakla (copy) kr rho qao È sarkar ka hu@ma
Aa^nalaa[-na maoM iksaI baccaaoMkao Anau%tINa- (Fail) nahIM krnaa È maa^M ¹ baap BaI baDo KuSa hao rho qao È
Aaja 2 saala tk Aa^nalaa[-na pZ,a[- baccao kr rho hO È pr jaanato haoÊ [sa fayado ko saaqa ¹ saaqa
baccaaoM ko nauksaana kI baat kro È
phlao tao maa^M ¹ baap kao sabasao baDa nauksaana huAa È Agar ek Gar maoM tIna baccao hue tao 3
maaobaa[la ka Kcaa- yaa ‘laopTap’ ka Kcaa- È baccao Aarama sao ]znao lagao È pZ,a[- maoM [nakI $ica
kma haonao lagaI AaOr Kanao ¹ pInao maoM AaOr Kolanao maoM jyaada samaya vyatIt haonao lagaa È CaoTo ¹ sao ¹
CaoTo baccaaoM kao BaI maaobaa[-la ka hr ek AMgaÊ hr ek paT- maalaUma haonao lagaa È Gar maoM hI rhnao kI
vajah sao ka^mPyauTr AaOr maaobaa[-la pr gaoma Kolanao laga gae È khIM laaogaaoM kI naaOkiryaa^M pr Asar
huAa È iksaI kao naaOkrI sao barKast ikyaa gayaa tao iksaIka vaotna AaQaa kr idyaa gayaa È @yaa
Apnao baccaaoM kI maa^Mga pUrI kr pae^M Æ [na saBaI ka ijammaodar kaoraonaa Æ yaa kao[- AaOr Æ
baccao AalasaI hao gae È pZ,a[-pr [tnaa Kraba Asar huAa hO ik Aaja Aa^flaa[-na pZ,a[- maoM baccaaoM
kI $ica kma haonao lagaI hO È pZ,naa Aata nahIMÊ paz krnao ka kha tao yaaddast kma haonao lagaI È
Aalasya baccaaoM ka duSmana bana gayaa hO È [na saBaIka ijammaodar @yaa sarkar hO Æ nahI [na saBaI ka
ijammaodar kaoraonaa tao hO hI pr hma BaI tao hO Æ ‘hma’ [sailae ik k[- laaoga safa[- ko naama pr
Zero hO È baahr ka ‘fasT fUD’ È pr yao saba CaoD doto hoO hma È hma baat kr rho hO baccaaoM kI È
[sailae maora maananaa hO pZ,a[- Aa^flaa[-na haonaa ja$rI hO È ijasasao baccao ApnaI maMijalapr phu^Mca
pae^Mgao È baccaaoM ka SaairrIk AaOr baaOid,\Qak ivakasa tBaI haogaaÊ jaba vao skUla Aae^Mgao È
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मेरी सब सखियां
चाय की तरह कड़क है
पक पक कर स्वादिष्ट हो गई
जिंदगी जीने में माहिर हो गई
दूध बनकर ससुराल आयी थी
अदरक की तरह कू टी गई
वो अपनी चीनी मिलाती रही
और तजुर्बा की आंच
मे खुद को पकाती रही
और आज देखो सब
मजे से घर चलाती हैं
और अपना भी दिल बहलातीहै
पचास के आसपास होकर भी
छब्बीस सी नजर आती है
कोई अब दूध सा उफनता नहीं
किसी का हाथ अब जलता नहीं
सब समेट लेती है
खुद को सहेज लेती है
ये उम्र दराज नहीं होती
उम्र को दराज में रख देती है

कान्हा की फरियाद अपनी माँ से:
मईया मोरी व्हाट्सएप्प
बहुत सतायो
सब ग्वाल बाल मिल जुल
नया ग्रुप बनायो
मईया मोरी व्हाट्सएप्प
बहुत सतायो
😂😜😱😂😜😂
मैं सबसे छोटा सा बालक
ग्रुप में जगह न पायो
सब बैठे चैटटिंग करते है
मोसो गाय चरवायो
मईया मोरी व्हाट्सएप्प
बहुत सतायो
😂😜😱😂😜😱😂
बलदाऊ कहते है मुझसे
बंसी मती बजायो
बंसी की धुन सुन सुन के
रिंगटोन भूली जायो
मईया मोरी व्हाट्सएप्प
बहुत सतायो
😂😜😱😂😜😱😂

इनके बच्चे बड़े हो रहे
और ये इलायची सी महक रही
बूढ़े हो इनके दुश्मन
ये रोज नए नाम कर रही
इनका नशा कभी कम ना होता
कु ल्हड़ हो या वोन चाइना
इन्हे कभी कोई गम ना होता
ये तो अदरक से भी
दोस्ती निभाती है
उसे अपने अंदर समा
उसका भी स्वाद बढ़ाती है
चाय की माफिक
सबकी पहली पसंद कहलाती है

Ms. Tarla Asher
Hindi Teacher
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राधा के संग सभी गोपियाँ
व्हाट्सएप्प पर बतियायो
राधा को अब मेरी बतियाँ
तनिको नाही सुहायो
मईया मोरी व्हाट्सएप्प
बहुत सतायो
😆😅😂😉😃😊
किसके घर कितना माखन है
सब गूगल पर आयो
माखन मिश्री छोड़ ग्वाल सब
बर्गर पिज़्ज़ा खायो
मईया मोरी व्हाट्सएप्प
बहुत सतायो
😊😃😉😆😅😅😂
सब घर काफी चाय बनत है
दूध खतम हुई जायो
अब माखन के नाम पर सब
अमूल का भोग लगायो
मईया मोरी व्हाट्सएप्प
बहुत सतायोमैं माखन का चोर कहाउँ
पर माखन ना पायो
😂😜😱😂😜😱😂

My Journey as a Teacher in NLFP
Being a teacher is a journey that has much to do with learning about oneself and understanding
that your classroom is a reflection of yourself. Students are like soft clay. You create an imprint on
the clay and over a period of time with repeated exposure it attains permanence. Hence teachers
have to be conscious of the effect of their thoughts, behaviour and actions in shaping young
impressionable minds.
Attainment of conceptual clarity of the subject at hand is the cornerstone of teaching. It enables a
teacher to help the students to navigate through the labyrinth of information with ease
simultaneously igniting their curiosity on the subject matter. In Nalanda Learning Facilitation
Programme (NLFP), I tried to do exactly the same using the audio-visual medium of teaching. The
curiosity of students pushed me to go beyond the curriculum, where learning was no longer a
compulsion but a pursuit of joy. The key was to develop the student’s interest and love for
learning. I think, I made a humble attempt to kindle this fire, but now I need to continue to fuel the
student’sinterest till a point where it becomes self-sustaining.
In NLFP, I realized quite early that I should possess the willingness to analyse the effectiveness
of my teaching methodology on an on-going basis. I decided to use the formative and summative
evaluation of students in the classroom as an evaluation of my teaching strategy. If I had to reach
out to my students successfully, I had to develop the humility to share my experiences with other
teachers and in turn receive inputs not merely from teachers but students too about the
development and application of my techniques, modifying it or improving on it. I consider the past
two years a blessing in disguise as I got an opportunity to exchange ideas and learn from others
through the numerous online platforms, webinars and forums I attended opening up newer vistas
and widening my horizon beyond the limits of my school periphery. A teacher must understand
that updating her knowledge of the subject matter and of techniques and technology to serve the
interest of students is intrinsic to teaching.
Another aspect I developed after I joined NLFP is patience with myself. In NLFP, a teacher
requires to have patience with students and more so with herself. At NLFP, every student is
unique in the way he perceives his environment, his method of learning and level of prior
knowledge of subject. The concept of one jacket fitting all does not exist in NLFP. Conventional
methods of learning may not work. Innovation is the key and catering to more than one student in
the same classroom having varying styles and levels is a challenging task for a teacher. Concrete
results in terms of marks may or may not fructify. Then, patience and rejuvenating oneself to look
at the entire scenario with a fresh outlook becomes pivotal for a teacher. “Never say die attitude”
has been my mantra while striving to give students the best possible,stress-free environment in
which they can discover themselves, be comfortable in their own skin and bloom in the realm of
their choice.
My journey in NLFP continues to be an enriching experience. Each day is a moment of learning
for me and my students are my best teachers

Ms. Bhavini Ashar
Science Teacher
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Article by Ex-Students
Sports: Boon or Bane?
Sports is something that isn’t only for your physical well-being but also your mental wellbeing. People think that sports is just playing around for fun and staying fit, but it has
other advantages. Leadership skills, increased concentration and focus, discipline, risktaking, how to overcome failure, effective communication & time management skills are
some of the other advantages of playing sports. In the long run, these learnings help a
person grow as an individual and these skills are very pivotal in the different stages of life.
It also ensures improved academic results. Coming to somatic benefits, it keeps the body
toned, makes your muscles stronger, ensures the fitness and also helps increase
flexibility. The inclination of sports should be inculcated at an ephebic age so that it helps
you grow over time. It does not happen overnight. These instilled core values will be
helpful in life when it comes to business, corporate life or anything that a person wishes
to pursue ahead in life because regardless of what you do, you will require focus, time
management, discipline, courage to overcome failure, etc. Parents should encourage
their children to play any sport that they like because the key is to enjoy the game.
Forcing children to play a sport may lead to a negative impact. They will despise the sport
and also repel from it.
Talking about myself, I belonged to the batch of 2014-2015. I was diagnosed with
dyslexia in the 5th grade. I had attention deficit disorder (ADD), attention deficit
hyperactive disorder (ADHD), dyslexia and dysgraphia. I never let that stop me from
following my dreams and pursuing what I wanted. I played Lawn Tennis at a national
level, and it has helped me immensely. I grew fitter and stronger day by day, but the most
important thing was learning the core values: Discipline, focus, concentration, time
management, leadership skills, etc. I was one of the fittest and fastest players in my
category in the country. These values helped me achieve impeccable academic results
as well because one needs concentration and focus while studying. I scored 86% on my
SSC boards and ended up going to the finest institution in the country for BBA for my
degree. These attributes have helped me not only in my sports or academics but also in
my work. I have worked at numerous places, had my startup and currently working on a
new project as well and learning these values at an ephebic age has helped me a lot in
my personal as well as professional life.
Being from a sports background, I strongly feel that parents should not worry about
academics and stop their kids from playing. Instead, I urge them to work on both aspects
simultaneously. Both are an integral part in the development of a child. As for the
upcoming generation, pick a sport you like and enjoy the game. If you enjoy the game,
your academics, personal life, mental and somatic well-being, etc everything will fall into
place. If you ever feel like quitting, remember, “Quitters never win, winners never quit”.

Rahil Mehta
2014-2015
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Harsh Gada
2019-2020
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Article by Professionals
Running teaches us that,
we are capable of so much more,
than we ever imagined……
As our son was growing up and was outgrowing the therapies that were a part of his life
from the time he has been diagnosed. “AUTISM” is the word that meant nothing to us, till
it was in our platter. Swimming along with various therapies were rigorously followed till
he was 1o -11 years.
Swimming was then the only physical exercise that continued, not consistently for varied
reasons. This was also the time that running (marathons) was been spoken about. There
were talks of professional trainers indulging in routine and scientific based training.
Then the idea of running as an alternative therapy hit our mind, though we were not sure
who to approach. In the search of a good trainer we were introduced to Mr. Kaushik
Panchal (Runner’s Academy). I still remember the first meeting, we had a common
question “What to expect?”. We as parents were unsure about what to expect, as we
didn’t know much about marathons. He as a trainer was unsure as he wasn’t aware about
Autism. The first week Kaushik sir called a trial period, was a life changing week. Varun
who was 17 then turned out to be something that the three of us never imagined.
It's been 5 year now that he is running. He started off with the Tar blazer, The Vasai Virar,
The Tata Mumbai Marathon, The Satara hill run, Igatpuri Run, Bhopal Run. Finally in
2020 he ran the full marathon 42kms at the Tata Mumbai Marathon (TMM).
As he ran these marathons we saw our son grow not just physically, most importantly it
was mentally, emotionally. It was mesmerizing to see him grow.
It changed his attitude. He learnt to believe he could do it. Every time he completed a
marathon it changed his attitude towards himself. His faith in self was exhibited on his
face as confidence. It started with a positive attitude, and he now says to himself: I can do
it. This change is exhibited in every aspect of his life.
It helped him focus. Meditation is scientifically proven to aid concentration, improve
memory. Those who meditate better able to focus on a task and less prone to mood
swings. Running is a lot like meditation. Like meditation, running demands that you train,
and commit to one difficult task for an extended period of time. Both activities involve
focusing on the breath at length and sustain the path. Even at times when the body gives
up, the mind is focused to finish the race. Running – or any other physical activity of your
choice – builds the inner discipline and cultivates the focus you need to work.
Today Varun is a Chef by profession after completing his B. Sc. in Hospitality, has
interned with ITC Maratha and Grand Hyatt. He has started a venture called Bake n’
Flake that plates hand baked healthy cookies.
Varun is a winner at the end of every race. Being a runner made him competitive, he
competes with himself. He throws up his hands in victory and proclaims loud and clear “I
won the race”.
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The good news was that running not only helped Varun lose weight but also maintain it,
fight disease and sleep better. It kept him physically and mentally healthier, so could
concentrate on his work.
If good health isn’t enough of a reason to run, anyone who trains several times a week
experiences (Varun can vouch for this) the runner’s high. The natural feel-good
endorphins that running releases carry over after you’ve finished, into your work.
With all these aspects getting molded, when Varun was asked as “ How do you feel about
being a person with AUTISM? “ he just exclaimed “FABULOUS”.
This one word is precise to explain what running has done to Varun as a Human being.
“Running reminds you that even in your weakest moments…… You are STRONG”
Thank you

Kranti Salvi
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Front foot/ Back foot
The new normal is ‘the’ term used to sum up the last two years of the pandemic. We have
learnt ways to adapt with each new wave surging and come to a global conclusion that
settling into our old ways of living can gradually happen. While we all return to our own
version of normalcy in life, children are still grappling with the impacts of the pandemic.
One such impact was seen in a three-year-old who went to her pre-school and met
children her age for the first time. The mother mentioned that all children are struggling
with adjusting to people their age.
Children begin to experiment with, and experience autonomy in their early childhood
period. As per Erikson (a developmental psychologist), if the child successfully manages
this stage, then the shame and guilt of attempting things and moving forward in life
reduce to a great extent. This sense of autonomy also makes children exercise their will,
thus becoming their epicenter. As they engage more with the environment, they
experience different ecosystems. These ecosystems impact the overall development of
children and are instrumental in their transition to becoming physically as well as
mentally, healthy adults.
The pre-pandemic phase involved children functioning out of different physical spaces
such as their homes, educational institutions, playgrounds, and social outings. During the
pandemic, this entire setup became a singular physical space: home.
Recently one of our 12-year-old clients felt immensely lonely when he went to school. He
mentioned that since he lived far away from his other friends, he couldn’t meet them often
and missed out on plans, hence he is now unable to relate to them in class. This
highlights the gap in social interactions and forming of friendships at this stage. The
academic ecosystem pre-pandemic focused on engaging children for at least six to seven
hours per day with a mix of education as well as co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities. With online schooling, the physical presence, attention, concentration, study
methods, teacher-student interaction and everything else has changed. What hasn’t seen
a shift is the internal and external expectation to do well academically and with that, reach
high points of success in life. The stress to perform well has only been magnified in the
last two years, as the competition has become tough. The impact of this stress is seen in
their social interactions as well.
An eleven-year-old boy revealed that he sends his important texts for proofreading to his
best friend before sending them to his crush. Social awkwardness and anxiety are on the
rise as texting edited thoughts and feelings have taken over. This heavy reliance on
virtual communication and the perks that come with it have somewhat reduced the
importance of physical human interactions. They have missed the nuances of
communication such as voicing their doubts and concerns in a class full of peers,
engaging in meaningful discussions with teachers, investing in friendships outside video
games and instant messaging apps. All of these are building blocks for their interactions
with the world at large as they are growing up.
A troubled parent of teenage twins narrated how she caught her children copying in their
exams and spending time on video games with other classmates during class hours.
Thus, adding to heated arguments with each other on daily basis. Communication at the
grassroots level i.e., with the family has also seen a shift.
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The dinner table conversation now revolves around topics such as isolation,
hospitalization, death, wars, cutthroat competition to get into dream schools/colleges
abroad, and restrictions. This has led to a fundamental question: do parents know their
children?
Suicide and self-harm incidences are also on the rise leaving parents, mental health
professionals, and policymakers befuddled with this burning question: Where are we
headed: front foot or back foot?
Society bears a humongous responsibility of providing a sustainable and secure
environment as the access to global level impacts is a click away. Whether they wish to
know about the latest music sensation or what's trending on social media, join an online
community or start developing polarized views about world events, all of it is easily
accessible. This has also marred the perception of a lot of children about the world.
The association with self has also received quite a hit as virtual communication has taken
over by storm. Hiding behind shut cameras, using filters on social media, assuming a
social identity behind the screen as well as coping with the false sense of security with
the virtual connections across the globe, are a few of the many factors hampering one’s
self-esteem and confidence.
Our approach as professionals is to help such children realize their potential to be able to
engage with the various ecosystems effectively. The first step to that is teaching them to
engage with the core: Self. The approach is inwards to outwards so that a system is in
place which is easier to revise whenever needed. Like, this eight-year-old who lost his
mother in the second wave is now learning how to cope with grief, as well as learning
how to get ready by himself for school, and also engage with his peers with less
aggression because they still have both their parents to go back to.
We often recommend parents to think from their children’s perspective rather than
imposing changes, because we as adults are more experienced and know better.
Necessity is the mother of invention and we can all do with some inventions to involve
empathy, realistic goal setting and expectations, letting go of a few redundant ways of
teaching and imparting knowledge. The focus can be on the front foot which is in a future
based on our present experiences. It is also important to disengage the back foot which is
holding on to a normal that once was. New normalcy is here to stay as we all have
experienced a shift from within. As parents, teachers, and members of society it becomes
our responsibility as well, to make this transition conducive for the children.

Dr. Anjali Chhabria,
Consultant Psychiatrist, Author,
Founder of Mindtemple.
Forum Lalka,
Senior Psychologist, Mindtemple.
Kanan Kanakia,
Senior Psychotherapist
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Teenage Relationships in a Digital Era: critical aspects
Adolescence is a time of incredibly physical, social and emotional growth, and peer
relationships, especially romantic ones are a major social focus for many youth.
Understanding the role social and digital media play in these romantic relationships is
critical, given how deeply enmeshed these technology tools are in lives of youth and how
rapidly these platforms and devices change. The digital realm is one part of a broader
universe in which teens meet, date and break up with romantic partners. Online spaces
are used infrequently for meeting romantic partners, but play a major role in how teens
flirt, woo and communicate with potential and current flames.
Disinhibition behavior in online relationships
With respect to bad behavior, users on the Internet can frequently do or say as they wish
without fear of any kind of meaningful reprisal in most Internet forums, the worst kind of
punishment one can receive for bad behavior is usually being banned from a particular
site or being removed from someone’s chat list. In practice, however, this serves little
use. The person involved can usually circumvent the ban by simply registering another
username and continuing the same behavior as before. This has been termed as toxic
disinhibition. There are three primary factors that explain why people sometimes act
radically different on the internet than in normal face-to-face situations, the first being
dissociative anonymity as no one on the internet would really know who they are
speaking to unless revealed by the users themselves. The second being invisibility where
no one on the internet can see who they are speaking to. The third factor is minimizing
authority online where all are equals and no one is superior to another online native
except in some cases a site administrator who can remove someone from a chat room.
Smartphones and Digitalization – Effects on Relationships
Technology today ensures that we are all mentally and emotionally connected to each
other all the time. The strange phenomenon is that as technology keeps bringing us
closer together to those who are far away from us; simultaneously it is also taking us
farther from those who are physically close to us. As we enjoy connecting to the world at
large via our smartphones, those who are closer to us are irritated and frustrated at our
lack of attentiveness to them. The dynamics of relationships are thus changing with the
internet giving another dimension to our life, the virtual one. One can find love, romance
and sex online with just the smartphone. Various dating or friend-finder websites abound
on the internet.
Individuals now consider their time online as an extension of their offline identity rather
than as an anonymous person pretending or experimenting with identity. Technology
allows us to build a little world of our own, a world where one chooses the friends he/she
keeps and the activities he/she indulges in. Studies suggest that young people liked to
use the smartphone as a communication mode because these afforded them control over
their interactions. They allow them one time to stop and think before giving a response if
this is desired, or, it allowed one to retain the conversational nature of interactions if this
is preferred. Thus individuals get greater control over interactions that they would have in
communicating via voice calls using the phone or face-to-face.
Social Media and Relationships
People don’t anymore discuss an issue with a single friend; they either tweet them, or put
them on the Facebook wall. Some of these are social-networking sites while those like
twitter have been called as microblogging sites or even as “SMS of the Internet”. This
evokes a wider response and gives us many more points of view than discussing it with
just one friend would give us. There are cases, where people have found time to update
their facebook and twitter pages but haven’t yet found time to spend with their family
members or significant others.
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An Indian perspective
In India the internet boom has made the World Wide Web accessible to all. The
Facebook effect, twitter, chatting, blogging, online groups for various activities are now
fast becoming a part of Indian lives. Virtual avatars (avatars –referred to as the “other
self” in the virtual – a manifestation of oneself on the internet) are very common, it gives a
sense of anonymity. The internet also works as an ice-breaker for many in India when it
comes to interacting with potential romantic partners. Dating and having consensual
relationships though widely prevalent in Indian societies now. The internet then becomes
a very important tool to explore these aspects of life apart from reconnecting with old
mates.
More and more youth are getting addicted to porn and watch it regularly. It may roughly
be put in three stages, starts with soft porn, going to hardcore porn and then violent porn.
In recent years, a number of psychologists and sociologists have joined the chorus of
religious and political opponents in warning about the impact of pervasive pornography.
They argue that porn is transforming sexuality and relationships for the worse. Experts
say men who frequently view porn may develop unrealistic expectations of women’s
appearance and behavior, have difficulty forming and sustaining relationships and feeling
sexually satisfied.
Flaming i.e. enticing online arguments in a manner of speaking on latest software,
politics, religion and philosophy is often seen. Identity thefts, harassment, hacking, cyber
bullying, trickery, frauds, stalking are some of the many problems faced by internet users.
This fast paced world of the net is taking over the family time, holistic upbringing and
family time and healthy discussions is now becoming a chore. It is important not to allow
a tool of culture and language to become a center of our lives. Facebook though meant
for social networking has been widely abused to bring down people and organizations
when needed and various causes find ardent supporters by putting up a page on these
sites.
Be Safe
Not all online flirting is comfortable. Not all flirting behavior is appreciated or appropriate.
One-quarter of all teens have unfriended or blocked someone on social media because
that person was flirting in a way that made them uncomfortable. Just as adult women are
often subject to more frequent and intense harassment online, teen girls are substantially
more likely than boys to experience uncomfortable flirting within social media
environments. Social media helps teen daters to feel closer to their romantic partner, but
also feeds jealousy and uncertainty. Many teens in relationships view social media as a
place where they can feel more connected with the daily events in their significant other’s
life, share emotional connections, and let their significant other know they care. At the
same time, teens’ use of social media sites can also lead to feelings of jealousy or
uncertainty about the stability of their relationships. Teen daters like being able to publicly
demonstrate their affection and show support for others’ romantic relationships. Yet they
also find it allows too many people to be involved in their personal business. Rational
romances online is the key to relationships in a digital world.

Dr. Avinash De Sousa
Consultant Psychiatrist
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Beat the Summer Heat
High temperatures and humidity making you want to stay indoors this Summer? Don’t
sweat it! Here’s my list of food habits that’ll help you stay cool… literally!
Eat Your Water- The rule of thumb is to drink 8-10 glasses of water in a day to keep
yourself hydrated. Especially after enduring the scotching midday heat, always opt for
normal room temperature water and not refrigerated water, this helps you to cool and
hydrate better; this is the first tip. But why do I emphasize on drinking more water? This is
because water is a coolant and helps regulate body temperature. It also flushes out
toxins from the body, acting as a cleansing agent.
Eat Light- Many of us don’t feel like eating heavy meals on hot days, which you might
otherwise love to feast-on when the weather is more pleasant. This is a natural way for
the body to keep cool, as sticking to several lighter meals throughout the day can really
help keeping the body cool. After we eat, the thermic effect of food takes place wherein
our body temperature rises as we digest food; larger the meal, greater the thermic effect.
In addition, avoid spicy food on hot days as the compound capsaicin (which gives spicy
food its heat) raises body temperature and makes you sweat. Mild spices like cumin,
coriander, ginger, fenugreek, mint, cardamom, and fennel should be incorporated in the
diet.
Choose Cooling Foods- Cooling foods include: Bamboo shoot, banana, bitter gourd,
grapefruit, lettuce, seaweed, star fruit, sugar cane, water chestnut, watermelon, lotus
root, cucumber, barley, bean curd, fish, egg white, marjoram, oyster, pear, peppermint,
radish, strawberry, tangerine, and yogurt, broccoli, cauliflower, zucchini, corn, tomatoes,
pineapple, turmeric.
Freeze Your Favourites- Something ice cold always sounds good on a hot day, but
slushies and ice creams are high in calories. Instead, try freezing your favourite fruits and
veggies. Cool and sweet surprises like frozen grapes, popsicles, cold coffee, iced tea and
frozen yogurts are healthier choices to cool the system and satisfy the sweet urges.
Drink healthy liquids- Pomegranate juice is one of the best options among summer
drinks, the others being watermelon juice, tender coconut water, lemonade, coriander
ginger tea, buttermilk or lassi, and vegetable juices like those of cucumber, pumpkin and
mint. This point is avoidable for sugar patients.
Juice of Coriander and Mint Leaves- Extracting the juice of coriander or mint leaves
and drinking it with a pinch of sugar is an easy home remedy to bring down the body heat
or even using them in seasoning are buttermilk is good.
Tulsi Seeds and Fennel Seeds- A concoction of tulsi seeds mixed in some rose water is
known to cool your system instantly. Fennel seeds are also known as a cooling spice.
Soak a handful of them overnight in water, strain and drink the water in the morning. This
is will keep your body cool and guard you against the heat.
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Aloe vera is high in vitamins and minerals. Besides this, it is known as an adaptogen it
boosts the body’s natural ability to adapt to the external changes and stimulates the
defensive mechanisms of the body. Adaptogens are known to stabilize the various
systems of the body.
Avoid these
Avoid consuming colas, alcohol, frozen or iced drinks, excess coffee and tea. Also
refrain from having too much hot, spicy, sour and salty foods—they don’t go well on hot
days. Keep your intake of green or red chillies, strong spices like pepper, cloves and
mustard seeds, garlic and onion to a bare minimum. Processed and preserved foods are
best avoided. Meat which is heavy to digest is not a good diet option on hot days.
Make a Cooling Mask
Food can cool you down in more ways than just eating it. Foods such as yogurt and
cucumber have cooling properties that are great for the skin as well. On a hot day, when
you are feeling flushed; try making this cooling yogurt and cucumber face mask. To make
it, chop 1 peeled, medium cucumber and combine it with 6 ounces plain yogurt and 1 tsp.
nonfat powdered milk in a processor and process until smooth and well combined. Wash
and dry your face. Using your fingertips, apply the mask all over your neck and face,
avoiding the eye area. Keep the mask on for 10-15 minutes and then wipe off with a
warm damp cloth. Finish the process by splashing your face with cold water and drying
with a clean, soft towel. You will feel cool and refreshed!
Mix some sandalwood powder and apply it on your forehead and chest. Its cooling
properties also bring down your body temperature.
Mid meal snacks to keep us cool in the heat
Tender coconut water with crystal sugar and cardamom
Jal jeera made by mixing lemon juice, cumin powder and salt to taste.
Freshly made lassi 100 – 150 ml with few spoons of rose water. You can also add
crystal sugar and cardamom to it. Or you can have lassi with coriander or mint leaves
and salt; or with a splash of salt, cumin and asafoetida (hing).
Drink 200ml of Nimbu pani (with pinch of salt and sugar) OR Gatorade OR have a
fruit before or after the walk or any other form of exercise if you suffer from low B.P or
sugar dip.
Make smoothies made of fresh berries, low fat yogurt, mint leaf and ice cubes.
So, beat the scorching Summer
heat with the above cool ideas!!
Stay cool, stay happy!

Dipti Patole- Mayenkar
Nutrition Counselor (M.Sc in Nutrition)
Diabetic Educator & Naturopath
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Social Anxiety
We all have felt nervous at some point in life before going on stage for a big presentation
or walking into a room full of strangers or just going for a party with friends but most
people can work around their fears and get through it. What makes social nervousness
different from social anxiety is the stress which affects everyday functioning and brings
marked decline in personal life, relationships, work, school and career, often they may
avoid socialisation and may find it difficult to make and keep friends.
Symptoms:
A person with social anxiety fears being judged or being evaluated and may experience
palpitations, trembling, shaking, muscle tension, sweating or feeling sick in the gut. The
fear may be triggered in following situations like meeting new people, speaking in class,
dating, making eye contact, eating in front of others, initiating conversations or going for
parties. It affects a persons self esteem, causes one to overthink brings extreme
sensitivity to criticism and often depression.
Cause:
It often starts around the age of 13 years, its sometimes linked to a history of bullying,
sometimes to over bearing or controlling parenting and sometimes to genetics. It is the
most common problem seen today but the best part is that it's treatable.
Treatment:
Treatment may involve medication and psychotherapy both. Medications help in reducing
the symptoms, thereby reducing the embarrassment a person fears in front of people,
sometimes they help magically and eliminate problems but other times the symptom
emerge again as soon as medications stops.
Psychotherapy helps by identifying the thoughts which makes the person anxious and is
effective in eliminating the problem from the root. Some relaxation techniques and guided
imagery can help alleviate physical symptoms of muscle tension and tiredness. If
untreated, it can deter the quality of life, cause depression and unhealthy means to
reduce discomfort.
Tips for overcoming anxiety:
Increase social situations gradually. Try to make a fear hierarchy from least anxiety
provoking to the highest and try to accomplish taking small baby steps, seek help if
needed. Remember: Avoidance of the situation will worsen it.
Take time to Relax: Spend time in activities you like, eg music, reading, meditating. It
releases Endorphins, the feel good hormone.
Reframe and Restructure your Thoughts: ‘I acted shyly at the gathering’ instead of ‘I
am a shy person’, writing your thoughts can help you acknowledge the situation and
help you change your perspective.
Avoid unhealthy habits: Smoking, alcohol and substance
can help only in short-term but can
cause long term issues of dependence.

Sophia Peermohideen
Psychologist (Clinical) and Psychotherapist
Director- Mind Wellness Center
RCI CRR. - A67338
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Dr. MICKEY MEHTA’S GROW TALLER
Dr. Mickey Mehta's Grow Taller. For Champions, Heroes, Achievers & Leaders of
tomorrow.
Dr. Mickey Mehta Grow Taller has been specially designed, researched and developed
with scientific inputs by Dr. Mickey Mehta and his team.
We are all born with a predetermined genetic disposition. Genes hold the gun,
environment pulls the trigger, but life can still get larger and bigger with your conscious
intervention. We can change the programming of the source code of the body and we can
change the expression of our genes through appropriate means. Build new memory over
old, replacing new functions over old we can constantly revitalize reenergize and
cellularly regenerate and our belief can change our biology. New sciences like
epigenetics, trans epigenetic reset, neuroplasticity, mind gut access, the science of
telomers, the science of microbiota, these are the sciences which revalidate the old
established wisdom of Ayurveda. We can truly live dis(ease) free forever and only let go
of our breath at will should we wish. What goes forward can certainly go backward and
we can reverse our biological aging if our intention is good enough to begin the change. If
change is constant, we can be the choreographer of the change.
Child development is aimed at children up to 18 years of age, and will help facilitate
children's height growth with the support of specific exercises, nutritional advice, sensible
and effective supplementation, lifestyle changes like - appropriate rest, deep breathing,
meditation and time-to-time positive affirmations. We have a pre- determined genetic
disposition. Everyone is born with a gene code which determines our growth. But, we
humans being the marvel of creation can alter the pre-set patterns with our conscious
responsible behaviour and alter the predetermined genetic disposition.
It is important to not only guide a child how to grow tall not only in height but one should
also teach them to grow taller in stature with a good positive attitude which results in
good thoughts, good words and good deeds.
Child Development Maximized, Get Mickeymized !

Dr. Mickey Mehta
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Self-Management-The Key to Success
The bad news is time flies. The good news is you're the pilot." -- Michael Altshuler
When I meet Ashish (Name changed) with his parent for a career counselling session his
career assessment report indicated very good aptitudes except his planning and
organization skills which were low. When I enquired further, he shared that he struggled
with getting his work completed on time and most of his work involved last minute efforts.
It was evident that the only thing that was pulling him down was his planning and
organizing skills. Over the course of my journey as a counsellor I have come across
several students who share similar concerns.
Here are 5 Tips that can help you to manage your time effectively.
1. Create a daily TO DO LIST- Make a list of all the activities you need to complete on
that specific day. Identify what you need to do, and then prioritize the tasks based on
when the assignment is due and how much time you need to complete it. Having a
plan will ensure that you know what to do and by when.
2. Identify your Time Wasters-Do you spending too much time checking social media or
browsing without any purpose? Do you chat and spend time on long calls with your
friends while you have to complete assignments? Pay attention to what distracts you
and takes you away from your studies. Setting goals to not engaging in timewasters
while you are studying can help you be more productive.
3. Use Productivity Techniques-One such technique is called the Pomodoro technique.
In this technique you might use a timer to work in 25-minute sprints, broken up by 5minute breaks. After every fourth Pomodoro you could take a longer break.
4. Focus on one thing at a time-If you’re trying to juggle multiple assignments and tasks,
you’ll likely end up being less productive. Removing distractions takes discipline and
practice. Doing and focussing on one thing can help you to be more effective.
5. Avoid Procrastination- Procrastination is the bad habit of putting off until the day after
tomorrow what should have been done the day before yesterday. Procrastination
leads to anxiety and a worse outcome, whether that be a test or project.
Procrastination can be avoided by setting goals, prioritizing and most importantly
keeping yourself accountable for your result.
Learning time management and organizational skills is not just helpful for academic life
but can help one to be effective in all areas. There are also various organizing and
scheduling apps available that can
help student be productive.
The basic one that is easily
available is google calendar.
As Golda Meir puts it -"I must govern the clock,
not be governed by it." Thus, Self-management
is the key to Time management.

Umme Salma Babrawala
(Psychologist, Career Counsellor
and Skill Development Facilitator)
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SSC Board Details
The Nalanda Foundation facilitates the SSC with LD
concessions for students with an LD certificate to appear for
their SSC exams as private students.
Q1. What is the eligibility for appearing 10th std. Board Exams
under SSC with LD concessions?
Following are the criteria. The child should fulfil all of them:
Should be at least 14 years of age on or before 30th June.
Compulsory V std. pass
LD Certificate from a government recognized centre like
NAIR, SION or KEM Hospitals
If joining in Std X School Leaving Certificate to be dated
on or before 30th June.
Q2. What are the subjects available under the SSC-LD?
Compulsory Subjects: English and Social Studies.
Concessional Subjects: Articles of Waste, Drawing and
Painting, VII Math (Arithmetic), Milk and Milk Products and
Home Science and Physiology Health and Hygiene.
Optional Subjects: Science and Technology, Maths
I(Algebra) -Maths II(Geometry), Hindi and Marathi
Graded Subjects: Water Security, Defence Studies and
Physical and Health Education (these subjects are
expected to change this year).
The students also have to submit journals and graded
books by end of November so they can be sent to the
centre for signatures.
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SSC Board Details
Q3. What is required for the registration?
The following documents are required for the registration:
School Leaving Certificate (original and Xerox) which
proves the child is V std. pass
LD Certificate (original and Xerox)
A Xerox copy of Aadhar Card.
5 recent passport size photographs.
A medical form needs to be filled and signed by the
hospital issuing the LD certificate
Rs. 6000/- to be paid for the registration and examination
fee
A 10-day workshop is conducted by the centre during the
month of October/November the attendance for which is
compulsory. We conduct one preliminary examination in
school in the
month of January, so as to prepare them for their board
exams.
We are very pleased to tell that our ten years of journey with
SSC exams has been very fruitful and our students have done
well. They have passed and gone to some of the prestigious
colleges
of Mumbai. We hope to continue this trend with the goodwill
and cooperation of the parents and students.

NOTE :- The above can change as per SSC board rules and
regulations.
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NIOS Board Details- X
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NIOS Board Details- XII
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Media

Investiture Ceremony

SSC Results

Teacher's Day

Hindi Divas
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In-house
Ace Chef

Diwali Celebration

Childrens' Day
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Sports Day

Christmas
Celebration
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Farewell Party

Educational
Webinar
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